
As Galactic History Changes

Introductions
The galactic council is going to meet in 8 cycles and
the powerful sections are in a race to control it. Who
ever has the control over the planets systems will get
their  galactic  votes.  However,  you  have  the
technology to effect the past of the planetary system
in order to gain their present support. Can you use
you energy,  resources  and ships  wisely  to  win  the
galactic support?

Components
15 Planetary systems (PS)

Mark the eras
I I – Mark the earliest Era
II – Mark second Era
III – Mark the current Era

24 Planet System roles: 8 of each type:

Mining, Political Support, Production.
Resource cube of two type: Ore, Carbon
Energy markers: 3 token & 1 tokens
Per Players:
Large Control Ship, 
Small Control ship

5 Fighters 2 Carriers 2 Mega fighters
Role level blockers:

Setup
At  the  beginning  of  the  game  open  two  cards  of
political value for the planetary systems alliances.

One  for  each  early  time
layer.  (light  blue  for  the
earliest time layer and light
brown for the middle time
layer).

Randomly select a starting player.
Randomly 12 PS out of the 15 and lay them in 4 rows
of 3 systems:
Players select their starting PS for their Control Ships
(CS) from one of the possible starting positions based
on the number of players, starting with the starting
player.
Each player has a Large CS and a Small CS. Both CS
start on the players starting PS.

2 Players 3 Players 4 Players
Shuffle the roles face down and open roles: Number
of player + 2 roles face up.

Game play
Collect Resources Phase
At  the  beginning  of  the  round  all  players  collect
energy:
10 base amount of energy.
Energy he gets from PS they control in era III.
Energy from the roles he owns:  1 energy for  each
energy mark on level upgraded.

Basic concept of controlling a PS in an Era.
A player control an era of a PS by having the most
control points.
Support points are gained by the following:
Large CS: 4 Support points.
Small CS: 2 Support points.

Fighters Carriers Mega fighters

Support
points

2 1 3

Each support point on the role the player controls in
the PS in the era count as one support point.
If  there  is  a  tie  for  support  points  than  no  one
controls the PS.

Collecting resources in from the roles: The resources
are placed on the roles that generate them.

Actions Phase
Starting with the first player, on his turn each player
can  take  one  action  using  the  energy  he  has  left.
Some actions can be done only where one of his CS
is currently positioned, other can be done using his
space ships that are already placed on the board.



Actions at CS location:
• Assign a role: Assign a role to a PS in one of

the time layers. 
• Move Ships to a different Time layer: move a

space ship from one time layer to a different
one.

• Upgrade a role: Improve a PS role.
• Move CS from one PS to an adjacent PS.
• Build a Spaceship: build a space ship at the

CS position.
Other actions:

• Move  spaceships:  Move  a  spaceship  to  an
adjacent PS.

• Mine: Collect resources.
• Destroy  a  spaceship:  Remove  one  of  your

spaceships.
• Pass: Do no action.
•

After all players passed the turn end. 
A player that passed can do an action when the turn
returns to him, but by passing he is taking a risk that
all players might pass and the turn will end.
The starting player marker moves to the left of the
current starting player and a new turn begins.
After  8  turns have  ended  the  game  ends  and  the
winner of the game is checked.

Actions With Control Ships
Move Control ship
Moving  a  control  ship  to  an  adjacent  planetary
system. The main and secondary Control ships have
different movement limits and energy costs.

Main Control Ships Secondary

Range 1 2 3 1

Energy cost 0 1 3 1
There is no limit to the number of CS in a PS.
The player pays the amount of energy before moving
the CS. If he can't pay the needed energy he cannot
move the CS the desired distance.

Red  main  CS  moves  a
distance of 2 PS and the
energy cost is 1.
Green  secondary  CS
moves  a  range  of  1
(maximum distance)  and
also pays 1 Energy.

General  Rule  for  action  taken  by  CS  other  than
movement: The cost for an action for a Secondary CS

will be higher:
+1 Energy if it is for the current time Zone
+2 If there is one time zone difference
+4 If there are two time zone difference

Move ships to different time layer
Move a space ship from the current time zone to a
different time zone in a PS that a CS owned by the
player is present at.
The  following  energy  payment  is  needed  for  each
space ship:
1 energy for 1 time zone
3 energy for 2 time zone
+0 for Fighter ships
+1 for Carriers
+2 Mega fighters

The red play using his main CS
to move a carrier to time zone I
needs  to  pay  3  energy  for
moving  2  time  zones  +  1  for
moving a carrier for a total of 4
energy. The same cost will  be
for moving it back.

Assign a role
Assign a role to the PS in a PS that a CS owned by
the player is present at  for a specific time zone. A
roles of a PS can not be changed, If a role is already
assigned to the PS in that time zone, then the action
can't be taken in that PS at that time zone.
The  player  selects  on  of  the  available  roles  and
assign it to the PS and time zone.
The basic cost of building a role is the energy cost
based on the time zone the role is built in:
Time zone I: 7
Time zone II: 5
Time zone III: 3
If  the  player  does  not  have  the  energy needed,  he
cannot select that role.
After  assigning  the  role  take  a  player  marker  and
place it on level 1 showing the role level.

The red player builds a
production role at time
zone II at the cost of 5
energy.  Placing  his
marker  on  1  showing

the  role  level  1  and that  it  is
owned by the red play.

After  the  player  finished  his  action  a  new  role  is
opened.

Roles in previous time zones affects later time zones.
It  reduces  the  maximum  level  the  role  can  be
upgraded by one.



Role in Level I affect roles in level II and III. A Role
in  level  II  affects  role  in  level  III.  The  affect  is
reducing the maximum level the role  can reach by
one.
Already built roles affect new built roles.
If  a  role  was  upgraded  to  a  level  that  can  not  be
reached after the build of a role in earlier time zones,
then the level is downgraded! 
When a role level is limited, place a limit marker to
block the level.

In the following example the blue player first build a
production role at the current time zone (time zone
III). The blue manages to upgrade the role to level 3.
Then the red player builds the political role at time
zone I, setting a limit of the production role. After a
few more turns the red players upgrades the political
role and the green player builds a mine role at time
zone II. Because there is a political role already built
at time zone I, there is a level limit set to the mine
role. Also there is a second level to the production
role,  which  means  the  production  level  is  reduced
from level 3 to level 2.

Upgrade a role
Upgrade a role controlled by a player in a PS and a
CS owned by that player is present at that PS. A role
is controlled by a player if it was build by the player
and has the player marker on it to mark its level.
In order to increase the level the player must pay the
resources  indicated  at  the  lower  part  of  the  role
indicated  by  the symbol  and  the  energy

needed based on the level increase.
From level 1->2 pay 2 Energy
From level 2->3 pay 4 Energy
From level 3->4 Pay 5 Energy
The role level can be increase as long as the level is
not blocked.
A role can be increased only once per round.

Upgrade  the  political
role  from  level  2  to
level  3  will  cost  4
energy,  1  Ore  and  2
Carbon

Build a spaceship
A spaceship can be built on any PS but in order to
build a spaceship three conditions must be met:

• The resources and energy needed to build the
specific spaceship are available on that PS.

• There  are  space  ships  of  that  type  still
available

• There is a CS in the PS.
Fighters Carriers Mega fighters

Resources 1 ore, 1 Carbon 3 ore, 1 Carbon 4 ore, 2 Carbon

Energy 2 energy 3 energy 5 energy

The space ship is always built in time zone III.
There is no limit to how many space ships a player
can built in one action in a single PS at one time as
long as he has the needed resources and energy.

Actions Without Control Ships
Move space ship
Move a spaceship  up to 2 PS away.
For each PS the spaceship move they will  need to
pay:
Fighters & carriers will need to pay 1 energy.
Mega fighters will need to pay 2 energy.
For  moving  2  PS  distance  there  is  an  +1  energy
payment, so for example a Carrier moving 2 PS will
cost 3 energy to move.

Spaceships can carry resources  from PS to PS and
from time layer to a different time layer, at no extra
energy  cost.  Simple  move  the  resources  with  the
spaceships and place them in the player area in the
PS the spaceship reached. However there is a limit on
the amount of resources a spaceship can carry:

Fighters Carriers Mega fighters

Resources 2 5 3



The green player
moves his carrier
a distance of two
PS  which  cost
him 3  energy  (2
for  moving  a
carrier  2  PS
distance,  +1  for
moving  a  PS
distance)
And  the  player
also  moves  the
two  resources  at
o energy cost.

Mine resources
A PS has a maximum number of resources that can
be mined from it from each type of each resource and
the  cost  of  energy  of  each  resource  to  mine  as
indicated on the PS.

The left number for each resource
indicates  the  maximum  of
resources that can be mined and the
right number is the energy cost so
in this example n this PS maximum
of 3 Carbon at  2 energy each can

be mine and 1 Ore at 2 energy.
To mine from a planet a player has to have a mining
role.  The  level  of  the  mining  role  defines  the
maximum number of resources that can be mined at
that PS.
If a player does not have a mine role on a PS he can
always mine one available resource but at a cost of
one extra energy.
Placement of the resources:
Resources supplied by the PS in the mining actions
are supplied to the mining player. The resources are
placed in the player area on the PS and are regarded
to be in era III.
Resources collected from PS roles are placed on the
role that generated and are in the era of the role. The
resources  and  can  later  be  moved  by  the  player
controlling the role using one of his space ships that
will  travel  to  the role  era.  If  the  era  is  era  III  the
resource can be placed in the player area to clarify
and simplify things. 

Destroy a spaceship
This  action  doesn't  cost  any  energy  at  all.  Simply
remove a spaceship from the map from any PS and
any time layer and return it to the player stock. This
is the only way to have a new spaceship available if a
player built all his spaceships

Pass
A player passing does not do any action, and can do
another action in his turn again. However if all player
pass then it  is  the end of the turn and a  new turn
begin.

Game End
After  the  8th round  the  game  ends  and  scoring  is
done.
Player gain score from 4 sources:

• PS they control based on the Political value of
the PS as indicated on it.

• Political  points  on  roles  they  build  and
control.

• Political value of range PS in era II based on
the card drawn in the beginning of the game:
The player who has the most support in era II
in the PS per area shown on the card, gain the
Political points of that area.

• Political value of range PS in era I based on
the card drawn in the beginning of the game: 
same as above but for era I.

Game concepts
Each PS has:
Energy  worth  the  controlling  player  gets  at  the
beginning of the turn.
Resources  it  can  produce  per  turn  (depends  on
production capabilities, level & time layer)
Council support for the last age

Explain what is gained in the role.

Advanced/optional:
There  are  several  Galactic  Races  and  each  has  a
small different ability.


